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Welcome
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Today’s objectives
• Consider long-term preservation planning and its benefits to 

repositories. 
• Discuss the broader view on preservation planning in relation to 

CoreTrustSeal requirements.
• Share best practices of achieving long-term preservation planning.

Zoom call
• Please mute your microphone if you’re not speaking.
• Please feel free to ask questions via microphone or use chat.

Registration
• Please add your name and organisation in the workshop minutes.



1 year together since 6 February 2020
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Agenda 
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14:00-14:10   Welcome (Linas Čepinskas) 

14:10-14:25   Preservation policy examples from the field 

• A DANS example (Ilona von Stein) 

• A UKDA example (Hervé L’Hours)

• Questions? 

14:25-14:55  Breakout sessions

• Introduction (Linas Čepinskas)

• Facilitated breakout sessions 

14:55-15:05   Break 

15:05-15:25   Plenary discussion (Linas Čepinskas)

15:25-15:30   Next steps (Ilona von Stein)



Preservation policy: a DANS example 
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Preservation Policy: a DANS example
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DANS Preservation Plan 

Preservation PolicyPreservation Strategy

General framework in 
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Preservation Plan DANS
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Preservation PolicyPreservation Strategy

General framework in 
which the repository 

operates

Implementation of 
principles outlined in 
Preservation Strategy

1. Scope and objectives
2.     Mission: content and Designated 
Community
3.     Requirements
4.     Roles and responsibilities
5.     Content Coverage
6.     Properties to be Preserved
7.     Integrity and Security 
8.     Sustainability Plans and Funding

1. High-level mapping to main 
functional concepts of OAIS Reference 
Model
2.     High-level mapping of 
Preservation Principles to FAIR
3.     Recurring monitoring processes 
(process, frequency, responsible)



Mapping documentation to Requirement
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Preservation Plan as text on DANS website 
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https://dans.knaw.nl/en/about/organisati
on-and-policy/policy-and-
strategy/preservation-plan-data-
archiving-and-networked-services-
dans-1

https://dans.knaw.nl/en/about/organisation-and-policy/policy-and-strategy/preservation-plan-data-archiving-and-networked-services-dans-1


Preservation Plan DANS next steps
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• Revision of preservation plan in line with updated DANS 

Strategy 2021-2025
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https://dans.knaw.nl/en/about/organisation-and-policy/policy-and-strategy/dans-2021-2025


Preservation policy: a UKDA example 
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• Formalised as a separate document since 2003

• Annual consultation, review, approval
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Preservation policy: a UKDA example 
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Standard metadata 

• ID, title, version, version history, contact, 

maintainer, review terms, related documents.
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Preservation policy: a UKDA example 
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Part of a wider policy framework 

• ISO27001 for information security

• Digital Economy Act (UK) Office of National 

Statistics
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Preservation policy: a UKDA example 
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• CoreTrustSeal mapped to controlled docs
• Controlled docs mapped to CoreTrustSeal 
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Policy etc.
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Preservation policy: a UKDA example 
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Preservation policy: a UKDA example 
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Preservation policy: a UKDA example 
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Future Plans

• Revise for OAIS, CoreTrustSeal & FAIR

• Streamline to must/should statements

• Restructure within Policy-Evidence Framework

• Clearer links to implementation documents

• White Paper release (context, background)
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Preservation policy: a UKDA example 
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Preservation planning worksheet: 
responses 
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● Five completed worksheets 
● Most policy components covered 
● Majority of repositories indicate a status 

of ‘basic information exists’ / ‘managed 
for this particular area’

● Key questions:
○ Is Preservation Policy a hard requirement 

for CoreTrustSeal?
○ Can we get more explanation on R10 and 

level of detail required?
○ Can you link us to associated statements 

in policy examples?
● Publication of policies expected in Q2 

2021
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Introduction to breakout sessions 
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● Time for more elaborate discussion and exchange of ideas on 
preservation planning (e.g., implementation stages, obstacles, 
solutions). 

● Four participants and one facilitator per breakout room
● Mixed groups to facilitate team learning and reflection 
● Task: after discussion, ask one participant to share top three 

highlights during plenary discussion:
○ At what stage are you in developing preservation policy?
○ What main obstacles are you facing?
○ How do you plan to overcome the obstacles? 
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Plenary discussion 
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Reporting back from breakout sessions:

• At what stage are you in developing preservation 
policy?

• What main obstacles are you facing?
• How do you plan to overcome the obstacles? 



Next steps for you
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● March 2021: final versions of your self-assessments to be 
submitted to CoreTrustSeal
○ depending on your progress and readiness

● FAIRsFAIR support team at your disposal for further help
● Upon request, further topical, in-depth discussion 

sessions
● Autumn/winter 2021: 

○ other half of the funding provided (based on 
successful CoreTrustSeal certification and/or best 
efforts)

○ lightweight reporting on spending of the funds
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Nexts steps for FAIRsFAIR
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● Keep providing support material, also for a wider 
repository audience 
○ We actively use your experiences for this

● The RDA FAIR data maturity model WG released final core 
assessment object metrics. 
○ In 2021 we will use your FAIR-questions as input to 

our recommendations on how to integrate FAIR data 
properties into certification repository requirements
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http://doi.org/10.15497/rda00050
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● Digital Preservation Policy Toolkit (DPC)
● Conversational CoreTrustSeal (Zenodo) 
● Earlier meetings in the support programme:

○ Workshop presentation 19 November, 2020 (Zenodo).
○ Workshop presentation 6 February, 2020 (Zenodo) and workshop 

exercise material (Zenodo).
○ General support call for repositories 11 June, 2020 (Zenodo)

● FAIRsFAIR Deliverables and Milestones:
○ D4.1: Draft recommendations on FAIR dataset requirements 

(Zenodo)
○ M4.2: Draft Maturity Model Based on Extensions and-or Additions 

to CoreTrustSeal Requirements (Zenodo)
○ D3.3: Description of FAIRsFAIR's Transition Support Programme for 

Repositories (Zenodo)
○ All project outputs

● Blogpost (FAIRsFAIR)

https://www.dpconline.org/digipres/policy-toolkit
https://zenodo.org/record/4033966
https://zenodo.org/record/4282444
https://zenodo.org/record/3754292
https://zenodo.org/record/3741693
https://zenodo.org/record/3979359
https://zenodo.org/record/3678716
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4003598
https://zenodo.org/record/4058340
https://fairsfair.eu/reports-deliverables
https://www.fairsfair.eu/articles-publications/how-fairsfair-supporting-repositories-selected-coretrustseal-certification

